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RESEARCH METI IODOLOG Y
IDIOM*: AN INTER-INDUSTRY, NATIONAL-REGIONAL POLICY
EVALUATION MODEL
BY STEPHEN P. DRESCH AND ROBERT D. GOLDBERGt
1. ORIGINS
This article briefly describes the present status of a public policy evaluationmodel
currently being developed by the authors at the National Bureau of Economic
Research. The theoretic origin of the model is embedded in the developmem of
differential incidence analysis within public finance theory. The most important
single insight of modern incidence theory is that the effects of government policies
can only be assessed with reference to some base,i.e. the configuration of the
economy (e.g. the factor and size distributions ofincome) under some alternative
public policy. In brief, it makes no sense to talk of the "absolute" effects of one
policy; it is only possible to identify the differential effects of one policy as an
alternative to another. And it is this type of differential incidence question which
IDIOM is designed to answer.
The development of IDIOM represents the confluence of several more
specific research efforts which led in a common direction and were subject to
similar analytical constraints. The first and analytically most important was a
study of the effects of a substitution of a value added tax (VAT) for the U.S. cor-
porate income tax (CII) [Dresch et a!]. Initially limited to projecting theprobable
sectoral price effects of this potential change in federal tax structure, it was readily
apparent that the really interesting consequences of such a taxsubstitution were
not the price changes per se but the more fundamental changeswhich these implied
in such areas as income distribution, the level and composition of investment, and
international trade flows. The extension of the study in these dimensions was
necessarily accomplished on a rather ad hoc basis, marrying the price effects
analysis with more-or-less compatible models of the processes and systems under
examination. The most serious liability in this procedure was the impossibility of
* Income Determination Input-Qutput Model.
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interactively analyzing theprice and income distribution-investment-international trade-ei a! effects; Theanalysis was entirelyuni-directional, with price changes generatingresponses which did not inturn furthcr influence price.
The second impetusto model development evolvedout of a series of studies of differential regionalconsequences of alternative federaltax arid transfer policies, undertaken withSupport from the EconomicDevelopment Administration of the U.S. Department ofCommerce These studiesstimulated model developmentin three ways. First, whileeach study [Dresch l971a,Flosek 1972a, Hosek !972b, Dresch, l971b) focusedon a particular set of policies(e.g. intergovernmental grants, welfare reforms,tax changes), theywere clearly related in terms ofan underlying theoreticconception of the most interestingquestions and of themost effective techniques ofanalysis. Thus, a modelsuch as IDIOM was foreseenas making thesecommon origins explicit andas reducing the cost and increasing the
potential relevance (comparability,ease of updating, etc.) of the individualanalyses. Second, withouta systematic means of incorporatingresponses by the rest of the economy toalternative governmentprograms it was impossible togo signi- ficantly beyondvery narrow, accounting-typeanalyses, identifying,e.g., immediate changes ingovernment budgets or incomedistribution. However, thetruly significant differencesbetween alternativepolicies probably derivemore from differential behavioralresponses than from themore superficial, apparent dif- ferences between policyinstruments. Similarly,programs which appear to be identical in accountingterms may be found to differradically if responses by the rest of the systemare taken into account.Unfortunately, extensions inthis direction could again only beundertaken on a veryad hocbasis, in absence ofan integrating framework for analysis.Hence the need fora model such as IDIOM. Finally, the Suspicionhas gradually gainedforce among thoseinvolved in the analysis that policiesavowedly designed to affectcertain types of behavioror to bring about certainspecified effects maynot be the most significantmeans by which government altersthose particularvariables or achievesparticular objec- tives. For example,general government fiscalpolicies might havean influence as great or even greateron the interregional distributionof economic activitythan policies explicitlydesigned to affect thisdistribution Properevaluation of these more general policies, i.e. ofthe class of policiesnot amenable to simpleaccounting analysis, necessarilyrequired a moresophisticated set of analytictools {Dresch l972a].
A study of theimplications of majormilitary expenditurereductions, under- taken for the UnitedNations with thefinancial support ofthe Ford Foundation, provided the third stimulusto general model design[Dresch 1972b]. Thisstudy, focusing on thedifferential effects ofalternative types ofmilitaryexpenditure reduction (e.g. strategicvs. non-strategic) underalternative assumptionsConcern- ing the means bywhich this decline inaggregate demand would becompensae represented by an attemptto extend the taxsubstitution analysis intothe govern- ment expenditure domain.Again, it provedto be impossibleto trace through many of the systemresponses to these variouspolicy changes. Itwas even difficult to specify how particular
governmental objectives mightbe brought about,e.g. by what meanspersonal consumptionexpenditure would beincreased tocompen- sate for the decline inmilitary spending.Clearly, changes intax policy couldbe
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employed, but the framework for thespecification of such changes and for the
analysis of their effects, e.g. on thegeographic distribution of economicactivity,
did not exist. Hence, the lacunac ofthe analysis were more significantthan the
contributions it could in fact make.
It is from the interweaving of thesestrands that IDIOM has takenform.
The present version goes only part way tofill the voids encountered in the pre-
ceeding phases of these studies. However, evenin its current form IDIOM at
least provides a basis for continuedanalytical development. Most importantly, a
conceptual framework now exists which willpermit the cumulative extension of
analytic capabilities Thus, even a rough prototyperepresents an important
step forward.
2. AN OVERVIEW OF THE MODEL
1DIOM is basically a two-stagemodel, consisting of a primary National
Model and a secondary Regional Model. TheNational Model begins with a set of
exogenous or predeterminedfinal demands (exogenous or predetermined compo-
nents of GDP). The productionrequired to fulfill these exogenous finaldemands
generates the income of laborand of capital owners. These incomes then serve to
determine endogenous consumption finaldemands via consumption functions.
The system is equilibrated when theincomes generated by the fulfillmentof all
final demands, including endogenousconsumption, just induce the corresponding
level of consumption demands.
Thus, the income determination componentof the National Model is in
essence a rather simpleKeynesian multiplier model. Exogenous componentsof
GNP operate via the multiplier (thatis, the consumption function) to determine
the level of income and output. Thedeparture from the simple Keynesian model
resides in the specification of the exogenousfinal demands: rather than as scalar
magnitudes, e.g. investment or governmentexpenditures, these appear as vectors
of final purchases from individual producing sectors.In addition, these sectors are
represented via an input-output model asmaking intermediate purchases from
other sectors, with each sector exhibitingunique capital and labor input (income
generation) coefficients. Thus a change in eitherthe level or in the sectoral composi-
tion of exogenous demands induces changesin the level of income. The effect of a
change in composition operates through achanged distribution of income between
labor and capital. Thus, the value of themultiplier depends on the capital and labor
income consumption functions, andin addition on the sectoral distributionof
exogenous and endogenousdemands (determining the distributionof income
between capital owners and labor).
Public policy enters the National Modeleither through the government
components of exogenous finaldemands, through tax leakages from theincome
stream, or throughconsumption by recipients of transfer payments.Thus, in
principle, the model can assess the effectsof any policy substitution which can be
represented by a change in taxes, expenditures ortransfers. However, the present
level of sophistication incorporated in themodel is not adequate for the analysis
of many fiscal changes which mightbe of interest. This limitation, it should be
noted, is one of development and notof conceptual or analytical inadequacy.
325The model is designed to assess policy substitutions. First,on the basis of a
given set of exogenous final demands the model is solved. Solution of the model is
represented by solution values 0all relevant variables, e.g. GDP, labor and
capital income, employment by industry and occupation,raw materials require-
ments and effluent production. At this stage a policy change, e.g. a reduction in
defense expenditure, is introduced into thesystem, and a compensating policy
instrument, e.g. an increase in federal non-defense spending, is indicated. On the
basis of some prespecified compensation criterion,e.g., unchanged employment,
GDP or labor income, a compensating change in the secondinstrument is then
determined. The resultant changes in all relevant variables then indicatethe
differential consequences of the policy substitution, given the criterion forcom-
pensation.
The Regional Model (designed on the basis of previous work [Leontiefci a!
1965]) begins with the solution of the National Model. One product of theNational
Model is a vector of sector (industry) outputs. A subset of industries isdesignated
as "national industries," primarily on the basis of high degrees of interregional
trade and the presumption of the existence of "national" marketsfor their outputs.
For these national industries total outputsare distributed over regions according
to a predetermined distribution matrix indicating the share of each region inthe
total output of each national industry. The underlying distributionmatrix is
exogenous in the current version of the model, but in later versions it will be possible
to introduce Jagged adjustments into the regional distributions ofnational
industiy outputs, employing such variablesas profitability to modify the distribu-
tion matrix over time.
In a similar manner, the exogenous final demands from "local industries"
(all non-national industries, primarily services)are distributed over regions, in
this case employing an industry-region matrix for eachexogenous final demand.
Thus, the regional distributions of military and of fixedinvestment purchases
from the construction sector (a local industry)may differ from each other, reflecting
the underlying difference in the regional distributionsof military relative to
investment activities.
The only significant departure which the Regional Modelmakes frotn the
National Model is in the treatment of capital income. Forthe National Model
capital income is endogenous. However,once determined at the national level it
could be distributed regionally in one of twoways: First, capital income generated
by production in a region could be assumed to bereceived by residems of the
region. Alternatively, national capital income could beassumed to be distributed
over regions according to a more basic distribution of capital ownership.Because
the second seemed more sensible, capital inconie, and henceconsumption out of
capital income, are distributed to regionson the basis of capital ownership, and
are predetermined in the Regional Model.
At this point the most blatant oversimplification of themodel stands out
very clearly. The consistency between the National and RegionalModels is
insured only by assuming that the entirestructure of the productive process is
identical across regions. This assumed identity extends fromthe intersectoral input-
output relations to the labor and capital shares of income. Thus,once determined
at the national level, capital income is invariant withrespect to the regional
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distribution of economic activity, and hence capital income can be distributed
interregionally on the basis of capital ownership, unaltered by interregional
distributions of output.
Having distributed the outputs of national industries across regions, g!ven
the assumption of identical wage shares of income, the consumption final demands
of employees of national industries have also, simultaneously, been regionally
distributed. Thus, the only endogenous component of final demands at the
regional bvel is the consumption by local employees of local industries. Simul-
taneous solution of the implied set of intra-regional equations results in a con-
figuration of outputs of regional (local) industries consistent with the assumed
distribution of national industry outputs, of capital income, and of national and
local industry employee consumption demands.
To summarize, local industry outputs in a region must be sufficient to meet
demands on local industries emanating from(a) the predetermined outputs of
national industries within the region (intermediate purchases by national from
local industries), (b) the predetermined regional shares of exogenous (including
capitalists' consumption) final demands from local industries, Ic) the consumption
demands on local industries by local employees of national industries, and (d) the
consumption demands on local industries by employees of local industries them-
selves. The critical assumption is that any purchases within a region from local
industries must be supplied from within the region. For national industries there
are no barriers to interregional trade, and the regional distribution of output can
be made exogenously. In the case of local industries, however, there is by assumption
no interregional trade, and as a result, the regional distribution of outputs of local
industries is endogenous, determined by the prior distribution of other activities.
The introduction of policy changes in the Regional Model parallels the
National Model. Base solution values for all regions (for such variables as outputs,
incomes, etc.) are determined, and the changes in these induced by a nationally
compensating policy substitution are then determined. Thus, the compensation
criterion is applied only at the national level, with no requirement that the policy
substitution be compensating in any individual region. For example, if the com-
pensation criterion is unchanged total employment, the model generates changes
in policy instruments which hold national employment constant; employment
in any given region may nonetheless change significantly. Er is the identification of
such regional non-neutralities which is the objective of the Regional Model.
Thus, the policy evaluation function of the model is initiated by specifying
the policy instruments which are to change and a compensation criterion. The
model then generates the changes in all relevant national and regional variables
induced by the policy substitution. Thus, it is possible to evaluate alternative
policies on the basis of differential effects in relatively disaggregatcd dimensions.
3. IMPLEMENTING THE MODEL FOR THE UNITED STATES
The basis for the implementation of the model is an 83-order input-output
matrix designed to represent the U.S. economy in 1970. All coefficients and vari-
ables are expressed in constant 1970 prices. The usual productive sectors are
supplemented by general government and household employment sectors,
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resulting in a disaggregation of theeconomyinto 86 sectors. All solution computa-
Lions are performed at this level of disaggregation. However, provision ismade to
output the results of the analysis at the level of 39 aggregatedor 16 more highly
aggregated sectors.
The current version of the model identifiesnine major final demand compo-
nents, with provision of up to twelve, exclusive ofpolicy substitution vectors









state and local government.
Of these, the first twoare endogenous, and the first three display identical distribu-
tions over sectors, mirroring the actual1970 composition of personal consumption
expenditure. Even in its current form it ispossible to decompose defense final
demand into two components,strategic and non-strategic defense, increasing
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m Final demands 12 9-10
Regions 51 51
Regional Aggregation 13
o Occupations 25 25
q Raw Materials it it
u Effluents 14 14
Air pollutants
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Water pollutants 14 8
Solid waste t 5
328The model currently identifiestwenty-five occupations, the last fourof which
simply represent total employmentin sectors for which no occupationaldistribu-
tions were available (threegovernment sectors andhousehold employment).
Eleven raw materials areidentified iii the materials requirementsmatrix, chosen
for their relevance as exportsof developing countries, adimension of particular
interest in the disarmamentanalysis. Finally, fourteen distincteffluents are
identified in the effluent matrix: fiveair pollutants, 8 water pollutants,and a single
solid waste category.
The Regional Model operates atthe level of fifty-one separateregions (fifty
states plus the District ofColumbia), with provision foraggregation of the results
into 13 regions. In addition, theRegional Model distinguishes between60 national
industries and 26 local industries.
The dimensionality of themodel is summarized in Table 3.1Sources of data
are identified in Table3.2.
TABLE 3.2
IDIOM PARAMETER AND DATA DocuMENTATION
Parameter/Input Data
A matrix of direct 1-0 coefficientsfor 1970
(originally in 1958 prices, adjusted and
rebalanced using 2. 3, and 4)
A matrix import coefficientS. 1969
V and component T, K5L T vectors.
value added. 1969
Index of 1970 prices. 1958 = 100, by sector
K matrix 011970 capitalrequirements by user
and producer industry
E vector of 1970 employmentcoefficients
0 matrix of industry occupationaldistributions
(81 M matrix of raw materialsrequirements coelfi-
cicots by sector, c 1963 at 1963prices (adjusted
1970 price basis using 9)
Index of 1963 prices. 1958 = 100. by sector
U matrix of effluent coefficients,1967-79
Y final demand vectors, 1970(converted from
1958 to 1970 prices)
personal tax and savings rates
D5national industry distribution matrix,by
industry and state, c. 1970
1)4)D2capital income distribution vector,by state,
1970
D3transfer payment distribution vector,by
state, 1970
DLexogenous final demand localindustry dis-







"Projections '70 Input-Output Table."U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics
('ybermatics. Inc.
[W. Halder Fisher and Cecil H.Chilton]
Unpublished. U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics
W. Leontief and P. Petrie]
Harvard Economic Research Project
(from U.S. Office of BusinessEconomics)
[International Research and Technology
Corporation]
Distributions: U.S. Office of Emergency
Preparedness and University of Illinois
Center for Advanced Computations un-
published. 1970 Control Totals: U.S.
Bureau of Economic Analysis
Estimated by us from 1969 and 1970 data,
adjusted
Output (sales, shipments, etc.) by statefrom
Censuses of Agriculture andManufacturing,
Mineral Yearbook ci al.
Property and proprietors' income(Statistical
Abstract)
Transfer payments (Statistical Abstract)
Construction contracts, payrolls, etc.I
4.DISARMAMFNT.AN APPLICATIONor ic-w MoorL
This Section drawsupon a study of the domestjconsequences of a U.S. military Contiacijon[Dresch 1972b} to brieflyindicate the substantive application of IDIOM. Theanalysis assumesa significant military contraction,amounting to 20 percent of the1970 U.s. militarybudget, or about $15.2billion out of total defense spending ofover $75 billion. Thiscontraction is further assumedto take the form of either(a) an across-theboardreduction in all militaryprograms (denoted GD) or (b)a reduction only in militaryactivities of a strategicnature (denoted SD). In (helatter case, the $15.2billion expenditure reductionwould equal approximately 95percent of total strategicexpenditure, effectivelya case of complete strategicdisarmament. The firstcase can be considered reflectiveof a comprehensive balance forcereduction
Five alternativetypes of compensatingexpenditu-e are examined: U.S. exports todeveloping countries (EDC),
U.S. machinery andtransportation equipmentexports (ME),
personal consumption (PC),
social and educationalservices (SS), and
private fixed investment(Fl).
The first twoare designed to reflecta diversion of resourcesto international econo- mic development.The third (personalconsumption) is specificallyassumed to take the form of theenactment of the NixonAdnhinistration's proposed Family Assistance Plan, whilethe fourth (social services)assumes a proportionateexpan- sion in all state-local
government expenditures forhealth, education andrelated services.

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































15. CONTINUING MODEL DEVELOPMENT
The conceptual foundation for current NBER research in the public policy-
public finance area is the conviction that public policy must be viewed inclosed,
differential incidence terms, i.e. that the consequences of a full menu olpolicy
change must he examined with reference to both direct effects and indirectbe-
havioral responses. This type of closed-system analysis requires, bydefinition, a
general equilibrium approach, one incorporating the important elements of the
system which are influenced by alternative policy actions.
The obvious difficulty with such an approach to policy evaluation isthe
complexity of the system which it is necessary to represent. From the beginningof
this research effort the tension between ultimate objectives and more immediate
policy relevance has been purposely maintained, and an incrementalapproach
which would both move in the desired direction but also be capable ofintermediate
analyses of more than academic interest has been sought. After two yearsof
effort directed to the concrete development of this type of evolutionarypolicy
analysis capability, we believe that a most fruitful research program hasbeen
established, one which is directly focused on the long run goal of developing a
closed, general equilibrium system but also one which permitscontinuing applica-
tion of the analysis capabilities as they develop. Furthermore, we nowbelieve that
the long-run objectives are clarified and strengthened by thisinteractive approach.
Attempts to evaluate, even imperfectly, current policy options havesuggested valu-
able directions and methods for the more basic research efforts.
In its current form, IDIOM provides both a skeletalframework for further
analytical development and a tool for actual policy evaluations.Thus, the real
value of IDIOM is its usefulness as a foundation for further research,both basic
and applied. Several parallel lines of continuing model development andassociated
applications can be clearly indicated. Although the prototype has onlyjust been
operationally completed, a sufficient pause for reflection on the mostproductive
method of organizing further research and analysis has been possible.The result
has been a provisional decision to focus efforts and resources on a veryfew areas
of model development, with extension into other dimensions asappropriate
personnel and financial support become available. The areas inwhich resources
will initially be concentrated are:
1. Elaborationofthe compensating policy substitutions framework.Currently,
the policy evaluation capabilities of the model arelimited to alternative policies,
each of which can be directly expressed as a change in afinal demand vector, e.g.
the replacement of a defense final demand vectorby a vector of federal non-
defense demands. Thus, many policy actionsof interest cannot be evaluated with
the current model, specifically those which appearinitially as changes in tax rates
and structure. For example, a specified defensereduction to be compensated by
increases in consumer demand induced by a federal taxreduction cannot now be
analyzed. Similarly, analysis of one change in the tax system tobe compensated by
another is beyond the immediate capability of themodel. Extension of the model
to incorporate tax variables either asthe pre-specified or as the compensating policy
change involves only rather simple algebraicelaboration and is the highest priority
for the completion of prototype IDIOM-When this capability is added, it will
339he possible for the model to determine the degree of change in a taxvariable
required to compensate for a prespecified change in some other policyvariable
(final purchase or tax SOS to maintain. e.g.. employment or thegovernm1
surplus constant, taking into account the effect of the tax change onnon-govern.
ment demands.
The i,lcorporation 0/ price and wage (/eter,nination The modelcurrently
incorporates prices and wages only implicitly, effectively taking bothas given,
independent of changes in such factors as tax rates or levels of outputor employ-
ment. Clearly, for the analysis of tax system changes the incorporation of price and
wage adjustments is essential. Also, in any situation in which factor earningsor
levels of output or employment (either in the aggregate or for an individualSector
or occupation) change dramatically, price and wage responses would beexpected
to occur, and these would serve to modify the effects on the system of the specified
policy changes. Thus, itis vitally important that the model incorporatethese
adjustments of the system to policy changes The development ofa flexible,
interactive mechanism for price and wage determination is essentialto the model
and is a major objective for the intermediate future.
The dere!opment of the household model. The model currentlyrepresents
the household sector only in the aggregate. Because one of the primaryconcerns in
the assessment of alternative policies is the effect on incomedistribution, the
elaboration of this dimension requires the immediate devotion ofeffort and
resources. Effectively, itis necessary to disaggregate the householdsector by
income class and other relevant variables. This invokes employinga sample of
representative households to which employment (by occupation,industry, and
region) can be attributed. On this basis the distribution of laborincome can he
determined. With information on household wealth. non-laborincome can also
be distributed. By identifying savings, the distribution of wealth(and of non-labor
income) can be successively monitored.
The derelopnient of an investment model. In thecurrent model investment
demand is exogenously determined. However,we hae identified capital goods
requirements necessitated by the solution bills of goods.both by capital user and
capital goods producer industry. This would providethe foundation for entering
investment demands endogenously. Varioustypes of investment models could be
employed, e.g. accelerator models relyingon changes in sector outputs, cash flow
models keyed to profit levels,or classical models relying on profit rates. A general
model incorporating elements of each,with provision for flexibly analyzing the
consequences of alternative conceptions of the determinantsof investment would
probably be most productiveas a framework for an endogenous investment
determination system. An interestingdevelopment in this context would be the
incorporation of monetary policy,a dimension of policy currently excluded.
Both monetary policy and investmentdetermination would have to he tied back
to price, wage and outputdetermination.
The incorporation ofan enrironnieflta! policy capability. At present, the
model simply identifies the levelsof effluents generated by the productiveprocess
given current technologyand practice. It would he possibleto explicitly identify
effluent abatementsectors [Leontief and Ford] andrepresent purchases of their
services by other sectors andoutputs of the effluent abatement sectors (pollution
340F
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abatement, secondary products, etc.), identifying (a) those cases in which pollution
control would be profitable on its own (due to secondary products) and (b) the
effects on the system of various legislated abatement requirements (consequences
for income distribution, prices, effluent levels. etc.).
Endogenous treatmentofinternational trade.The assumptionofthe present
versionofthe model is that import coefficients for both final demands andpro-
duction are fixed. A very interesting extension would relate theseto pricesofimport
competing domestic goods relative to world market prices. Similarly, the effects
ofrelative price changes on export demands could also be incorporated.
The incorporationoflabor markets and migration.This represents one of
the most important future developments of IDIOM. It would involve incorporating
a supply side to the labor market, through the household model, identifying the
determinantsofshifts of workers between occupations, industries, and regions.
Effectively, it would bring together the initial, simple wage determinationsystem
and the household sector. The interregional migration component, inconcert
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In its prototype form the national component of IDIOM combines a very
simple, rarefied income determination model with a conventional input-output
model, resulting in a variant of a closed input-output model. This section will
first present the National Model in algebraic detail, and then will devote greater
effort to explanation and rationalization.
In the algebraic presentation, capital letters denote vectors and matrices,
with dimensions specified in parentheses. In some cases it will be necessary to
express previously defined vectors as diagonal matrices, in which case a bar will
appear over the letter; e.g. if the vector V(n x l)is expressed Vit will be understood
that V(n x n) contains the elements of Von the diagonal, all other elements of V
being zero. A bold face vector designation. e.g.C,indicates a square mairix
formed by repeating the vector: thus if C(n x I), then C(n x n)= [C. C. C].
Lower case latin letters indicate scalar magnitudes. e.g. GDP and non-vector tax
rates. The symbol l. will denote a vector, all of the elements of which are unity.
The primary variables and parameters entering the National Model are
indicated in Table Ii. Employingthisnotation,themodel issolvedby determining
the vector of total outputs, X, and the vectors of labor and capitalist consumption,
Y' and V2. as a function of the exogenous final demands, Y3 through Ym.




(3.lb) X=(I -- A)'(V' +... +Y').
If all of the final demands were known, the model would be solved. However,
labor and capitalist consumption are functions of the corresponding incomes.
lotal gross domestic product (GDP) is
(3.2) GDP= XV
To obtain disposable labor and capital incomes the following must be removed:
(3.3) Indirect Business Taxes=X.VTB
(3.4) Depreciation = XV(1 - TB)KD
(3.5) Corporate profits taxes=x'Vji -. T
Thus disposable labor and capital incomes (z and z., respectively) are given by
(3.6a) =(1 - t1)X'V(I - T8)(I
(3.6b) =(I - tk)XV(I - TB)(1K')(i L)(1 Tc)
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Bxst- N,xi tONAl. Mouji \'ARJAIII IS x'u PSAxit 1
the number of producine etor
ni the number of separate final demand components thelast in -2 of Whichare exogenous
X)n x l) total output vector
Y(n x l, 3, niexogenous final demand vectors
x1 )i endogeneous labor consumption sector
aI ) endogenous consumption from capital income
C(n x 1) consumption distribution vector, the elements of whichsum to uflitv indicating
the sectoral distribution of consumption final demands
A(n x n) matrix of inierindustry direct input requirements coefficients,per unit of output Vfn a I) vector of value added coefficients
TB(n xI) vector of indirect business taxes, as a proportion of valueadded
K°t.n 1) vector of capital depreciation rates, proportion of valueadded net of indirect business tax
a I) vectoroflabo,-shares ofvalueadded net of indirect businesstasarid depreciation a I) vector of corporate profits tax rates, proportion of
capital's residual shareof value added (nec of labor, indirect businessTax, and depreciation)
1, tax rate on labor income
tax rate on capital income (net of corporate tax anddepreciatin
labor savings rate tout of disposable income)
capital savings rate tout of disposable income)
aggregate government personal transfer pavntents
savings rate out of transfer income
E(n aI) employment coeilicients vector (employmentoutputf O(o x occupation distr!butlon matrix, o= number of occupations (distributionof ciuplosment by industry over occupations)
M(q a it) raw materials coefficient matrix, qnumber of materials (materialsrequire- nsents;output)
lj(u aii) effluent coefficients matrix, u= number ofeffluients (eflluenisoutput) K(n a ii) capital coefficients matrix, capitalrequirements per unit of output byproducer (row) and user (column) industry
* Except for itemsmarked by asterisk (X, Iy2 allare inputs into the model
wheretjandtrepresent personal tax rateson labor and capital net incomes (personal income andpayroll taxes primariy). Ofthese disposable incomes, proportions s, and s are saved,resulting in consumption(c1and e) of
(3.7a) (1 - s,)z1
(37b) C5 = (1 --
These consumptionaggregates are converted to final demandvectors via a con- sumption distributionvector, C:
(3.8a) = c,C, labor consumptionvector,
(3.Sb) eC,capitalist consumptionvector.
At this point themodel consists of 3,iequations,
X Ar'(Y + }'2 yrn
yi= (1s,)(l- 11)X'17(J - K)S'
= (1 - s5)(I - 15)X'V(J- TBHI -- - T)
344in 3n unknowns, X, Y' and Y2. l'he solution of this system results in
(3.9) X = (I -(1 - - A)ThY3 -4- ... --yrn)
where
VI = (I - s,)( I-- t1)CS'(I - K°)(J7B)V +
(1 - s5)( 1 - r,JC(I - S"(I - T)(I - K'HIT8)V
from which the solutions for Y' and Y2 can be obtained.
Having obtained a solution for K via equation 3.9, the full panoply of National
Model Outputs can be determined, as indicated in Table 1-2. These outputs
provide the base to which policy-substitution-induced changes are compared.
The current version of the model, for reasons of initial design simplicity, is
restricted to the analysis of policy changes which can be represented by changes in




Total output by industry (vector) X
Gross domestic product (GDP) XV
Depreciation X'V(I --
Consumption l(Y' + 4- Y3)
I. Laborconsumption lY1
Capitalist consumption I V2
Transfer consumption I, V3
Aggregate demand by other final demand I V4.....
component (investment, government, etc.)
Net capital income XV(1T3)(1 -- K'1)(i - S'i(l -
Labor income X'V(! - TBHI - KD)s1.
Capitalists net savings s(l - r)XF(i - T5)(i - K'2((IS'i)l. - T)
Labor savings .s,)l - ,)X'(I - T")(I -
Transfer savings sr,
Tax revenues, gross (the sum of I. through 4.)
I. Indirect business taxes XVT
Corporate profits taxes XV)! - Phi -. K"))! -
Capitalist personal taxes ,,X'V(i -- T8((! - K0))! L)( 1,- T' 1
Labor personal lax t,XV(1 - P)(! -
Transfers )government)
Net tax revenuest Gross tax revenues minus ,
Employment, total XE
Employment by industry (vector)
Employment by occupation (vector) OEX
Raw materials consumption (vector) SIX
Effluent production LX
Capital requirements. total IKX
Capital requirements by capital goods
producer industry (vector) K.'
Capital requirements by capital user industryXK
(vector)
* Except for those specified as vectors, all model outputs are scaler magnitudes.
t Government surplus (deficit) is also obtained, by subtracting governmentexpenditures(l.Y°'')
from net tax revenues.
345any change in any exogenous variables or parameters, e.g. tax rates, savings rates.
However, for the present purposes a policy change is indicated by specifyingtwo
exogenous final demand vectors, one of which represents an ubsoluit' change, the
other indicates the sectoral distribution of the new expenditure (increaseor
reduction) vliich is to compensate for the first indicated change.
As the essence of the model, the purpose for which it was designed, thisprocess
should be clearly understood, Consider a decision to reduce, e.g., federaldefense
expenditure by 510 billion, this reduction to take the form of specifiedreductions
in purchases from each sector (including federal employment). Clearly, inthe
absence of any compensating increase in some other exogenous final demand,
this defense expenditure reduction would imply a decline in output,employment
and income.
Assume for purposes of discussion, that the federal government wishesto
increase some other form ofexpendittire (which, in the current version of themodel,
it directly controls) such as to hold total employment constant,even with the
defense expenditure reduction. What the model requires in thiscase is a vector
indicating the distribution of this new expenditure over sectors, i.e.a distribution
vector for the final demand to be introduced to compensate for the declinein
defense expenditure. The model then determines the ierel of thenew expenditure
required to compensate for the given defense reduction, withcompensation
defined in terms of unchanged total employment. Having determinedthe level of
the compensating expenditure increase, itis possible to assess the differential
effects of the expenditure change, e.g. changes in employment byoccupation, in
effluent production, or in capital requirements.
In this example the specified absolute final demand reduction,defense, for
which a policy-controlled alternative was specified,was itself a governmentally
controlled vector. However, this need not be thecase. For example, an autonomous
decline in private fixed investment purchases could beassumed, with government
compensating for this fall in private demand by increasingsome specified public
final purchases (and/or employment). Thus, thefirst change need not be govern-
mentally controlled: it is only necessary that thegovernment be able to directly
control the compensating change. Ina later version of the model it will only he
necessary that the government exert indirect controlover the compensating
expenditure, e.g. via its control of tax rates, and thefunction of the model will then
be to specify the degree of change in theimmediate governmentally controlled
variable required to producea compensating change in the ultimate final expendi-
ture category.
Formally, the policy-substitution applicationof the model requires specifi-
cation of two final demand vectors, A Y'and Y'. The first, A Y, specifies the absolute
changes in final purchases bysector for which compensation is required. Y then
simply indicates the sectoral distributionof the compensating final demand.
The problem which the modelmust solve is the determination of a scale factor,p.
such that a final demand change pY1just compensates for the specified change
A Y3.
To determine this factorp the definition of compensation must be specified.
In the present version of themodel five alternative compensation criteriamay be
employed:
346Unchanged total employment. Employment directly and indirectly due to
A Y must equal that resulting from p Y. Employment must be defined with
reference not only to the indicated final demands per se hut also with reference to
the capitalist and labor consurnpton expenditures which are induced in each case.
Unchanged GDP. This condition requires that value added (net of induced
imports) generated by each of the final demands and their associated capitalist
and labor consumption expenditures he equal.
Unchanged government surplu.s or deficit. In this case the difference between
net tax revenues (gross tax revenues less transferl and total government expenditure
is held constant, while the levels of both revenues and expenditures may change.
The complexity is introduced by the effects on revenues of changes in capital and
labor shares of value added over sectors, given different capital and labor income
tax rates, or intersectoral differences in indirect business taxes or in corporate
profits taxes.
Unchanged net tax revenues. In this case absolute net tax revenues are
held constant, with any net change in government expenditure reflecting a planned
change in surplus or deficit. If the net change in expenditure is zero, this criterion is
equivalent to an unchanged surplus or deficit.
Unchanged employee compensation (labor income). Because a number of
earlier studies utilized this criterion, primarily as a surrogate for unchanged
employment, apparently as the result of inappropriate or unavailable employment
coefficients, it is included to facilitate comparisons with these studies.
The translation of the compensation criteria into scale factors for the com-
pensating final demand vector is relatively straight forward. From equation 3.9
the change in total output due to the specified change in exogenous final demand
AY3, taking into account changes in induced consumption out of capital and labor
incomes, is
AX = (I - (1 - A) 'M'(IA'A Y3
and similarly for the change in output due to Y'. Defining the symbol B by
B = (I - (I - Ar'M)-'(I -
then
AX = BAY3.
The change in employment due to this change in output is simply E'BAY.
The condition that the new final demand i compensate in terms of total employment





and the AY'compensating change in Y is pY'.
If the condition for compensation is unchanged gross domestic product, it is
only necessary to change the definition of the vector E. In this case, E in equation
3473.10 would be redefined as the valueadded vector, makingadjustmentwithin the i and j final demand vectors forinduced imports i.e.EV. andequation 3.10 again provides the compensatingscalectnr p.
Unchanged eniplo)eceoinpensatu)I1 is equallysimple. Avector ofemployee compensation per unit of outputin each sector issubstituted for the
employment coefficients vector in equation 3.10.Thus E in 3.10 isredefined as E(S'i'V(! TBI
The constant government.surphis and nettax ret'e,IUC conditions
are somewhat more complex, because thevectors Y' and A Y'may themselvesenter thecondition directly. First, the grosstax revenues per unit ofoutput. by sector,can be represented as
E' = TB.V + T'(IS1(J- - T)V ± t&(1eT')'i (3.11)
- K1i - + rS'(I-
If the problemwere simply one of holdinggross tax revenuesconstant, thisexpres- sion for E could besubstituted in equation3.10 and thesolution forp determined. However, if consumptionout of transferincome appears as eitherA Y or Y',i.e. if transfer consumptionis either thecompensated orcompensating finaldemand change, then thechanges in transfersthemselves must betaken intoaccount if net tax revenuesare to be held constant.
Ifa change intransfer consumptionis to be broughtabout. i.e. ifAY1represents such consumption,then the level oftransfer paymentscorresponding to A 3mUst be determined.Assuming thata proportions, of transferpayments is consumed,the the change intransfers correspondingto the change A Yin transfer consumptionis
Ft=
(1s)
Then, the conditionthat net taxrevenues remain unchanged,assuming that Y' does notrepresent transferconsumption, is satisfiedby
E'BAY- FN
=
where E' is definedin equation3.11.
Alternatively, if thecompensating finaldemand, Y, is transferconsumption. then the factor
FD =
(1 - s1)
must be msertedin the equationfor the scalefactor,p i.e.
EBA i'
= EBY- FD
More generallyif FD andFN are setat zero, if Y' and A Jare not transfer consumption,respectively, andare defined as aboveotherwise, then the genera!
348condition for unchanged net tax revenue is simply
EBAY - FN
(312) E'BY - ED
Finally, turning to an unchanged government surplus or deficit. it is necessary
to determine whether either Y or AY is a government expenditure finaldemand
vector. If A J is such a government vector, then the numerator of equation3.12,
which represents net tax revenues generated by AY', must he reduced by the
expenditure itself, i.e.
(3.13) - E'8Y1 - ED
(E'B 1)AY'
where ED is zero if Y is not transfer consumption, otherwise it is defined as above.
Alternatively, if Y is a government expenditure vector the condition becomes
E'BAY' - FN
(3.14) (EBl
where again the value of F N is defined as non-zero only ii A Y' is transfer consump-
tion.
Having determined the scale factor p subject to the selected compensation
criterion, it is possible to determine the changes in output vectors due to each




The net change in output is, then, AXel = pBY' - BAY. If thisexpression is
substituted for X in all relationships in Table 1-2 (model outputs), the neteffects
of the policy change on all relevant variables can be determined. Note thatthese
changes include both the direct effects of pY' and AY', and also the differential
induced labor and capitalist consumption effects. If only the direct effects are
desired, e.g. the employment directly absorbed by pY' and AYignoring the
induced consumption effects, then the expressions
AXL*p(I - 4r'Y'
and
AXJ* = (I -- A) 1AY'
can be employed in place of X in therelationships indicated in Table 1-2.
11. THE REGIONAL MODEL:
The fundamental distinction of the regional model is betweennational and
local industries. This distinction is drawn primarily in terms of the degreeof inter-
regional trade in an industry's output. Those industries, primarily services,the
349outputs of which are almost necessarilyentirely supplied fromwithin theusing region, with little or no opportunity forregional imports orexports are designa local. Thus, for local industries,intra-regional supplies anddeniands arerequired to balance. National industries,conversely, are assumed toproduce outputswhich can move freely in interregional trade, withno requirement thatSupplies and demands balance within regions.For national industriesit is onlyIlecessaiy that total national outputs equaltotal national requirementsAny regional(positive or negative) excess demandsare met through interregionaltrade.
In the present version of themodel national industryoutputs, as determined in the National Model,are assumed to be distributedacross regionsexogenously Similarly, exogenous final demandsfor outputs of localindustries are alsoexo- genously allocated to regions.The function of theRegional Model is,then, to determine endogenously the levelsof regional outputs of localindustries. Certain modifications of theNational Model notationare required for the analytic description of the RegionalModel. Overall, theNational ModelConsisted of n industries; in theRegional Model thisdesignation is alteredto nn, i.e. = (RegionaI Of these nn industries,therst n are identified as national industries, the last Ias local industries, withunn --1. All of the basic inputs intothe National Modelare employed in theRegional Model, with severalnotational changes orelaborations First, all inputvectors, e.g. V(nn x 1), value addedcan be decomposed intotwo subvectors.e.g. VN(n x I) and VL(I x I), the firstreferring to nationalindustries and thesecond to local industries. Thus,
[1jN
L
and similarly for all otherparameter vectors.
With this national-localindustry ordering, thedirect requiremen[scoefficient matrix can berepresented by
[ANNANL
A
where ANrepresents inputs of nationalindustries into nationalindustries, ANL national industryinputs into localindustries, AIM localindustry inputs into national industries, and ALLlocal-to-local inputs.
The economy isdivided into r regions.Total outpits ofnational industries, previously determined inthe National Model,are allocated to regionson the basis of anexogenous (Or, moregenerally, predetermined)national industry distribution matrix, DN(nx r), each cell specifyingthe share ofa given region (column) in the totaloutput of a nationalindustry (row). ThematrixXNR(nx r), obtained by
(4.1;
then specifies theoutput of each nationalindustry in each region. Having distributednational industryOutputs to regions, itis possible to identify theOutputs of local industriesrequired to service theselevels of national
350
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industry production. Specifically, the rectangular matrix Acontains coefficients
representing input requirements from local industries, per unit of output of
national industries. Then total local industry requircmcnts of national industries
are
(4.2) XLNR _. AV
These requirements from local industries can simply be treated as final demands,
since required intermediate local industry purchases from national industries
have already been taken into account in determining the national industry outputs
which have been distributed regionally via equation 4.1.
Similarly, exogenous final deniands upon local industries are distributed to
regions on the basis of distribution matrices unique to each type of exogenous
final demand, e.g. fixed investment, defense. Thus,
(43) yII.R= YLDI. i = 3, n,
where Y1'(l x r) is a matrix of the ith final demand by local industry and region,
and
x r)is the ith final demand distribution matrix, the row of which
distributes final demands from each industry over regions.
Although national capitalist net income and consumption are determined
endogenously, instead of perpetuating this at the regional level by assuming that
capital income generated in a region is also received in the region, it is assumed that
national capital income is distributed independently of the regional sources of
that income. Specifically, a region's share of capital income is assumed to be
proportionate to its wealth ownership and hence is independent of levels of
activity and of profits within the region.
Thus, if net capitalist income nationally is Zk. and if the distribution of wealth
over regions is represented by the vector D2(l x r), then the distribution over
regions of capitalist consumption demands on local industries will be represented
by D21(! x r), which simply repeats the vector D2 to create the I rows. Thus,
(4.4) y2LRy2Ljj2L
capitalist consumption demands by local industry and region.
Finally, the distribution of local industry consumption demands by employees
of national industries is determined by the distribution of national industry
outputs. Incomes of employees of national industries by region, ziR(l x r), are
simply
= S(I -- K')(I - 7BN)Vvx.NR
from which consumption demands on local industries, by region, can be deter-
mined, i.e.
(45) yIN.LR= (1 - s1)(l - t,)C,S(IKD.V)(1
Only local industry consumption demands of local employees of local indus-
tries remain to be determined. These are determined in a manner identical to
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those of national industry employees:

















However, unlike X'R. regionaloutputsofnational industries,regional outputsof local industries, X'-,are not known.
Thus, the Regional Modelequation s stem consistsof 21r equatioj5
X1R= (1 - iy' i(ytL.LR + yiN.1.R + }'21.Ry3l.R + yrnI+ yilLR=(I.s,)(l -
and 2 .1runknowns X1R and yiL.l.RAs in the NationalModel thesolution of this system results ina setofequations, in thiscase, for regionjJoutputsof local industries:
t4.7)
XIR= (I - (1 - A'' 1MMy '(I- A") i(yiNLR + y2LR
+ y3LR + + yrnLR +XLv
where MA!= (I - s,)( I - k°1)( /-
Given the solution fortotal outputsoflocal industries ineach region, local industty consumption bylocal industryemployees can be determinedvia equa- tion 46.
c.egional model variablesand parametersare summarized in TableEl-i.
TABLE Il-I
REGIONAL MODi.I. VARIABLESAND PARAMETERS
iin( = n + lj
Number of producingsectors (equal to n in NationalModelj n
Number of "national industries"




Total output vector,partitioned into national and localvectors
Partit;oned exogcniMJs(including capitalistconsumplion( final demand xctors
Matrix of Nationalindustry output by region
National industry outputdistribution matrix
Matrix of inputrequirements by national from localindustries, by region
Matrix of local industrytotal outputs by region Matrix of "exogenous"
final demands fromlocal industries by region.
Exogenous final demandregional dustrihtitin matrices Regional capitaluwnership distributionvcclor[D21matrix obtained by repeating D2vector I timesl.
Local industry
consumption demands of naliotualindustry em- plovcby region
Local industryConsumption dcmandof employees of local industries by region
Partitioned consumptiondistribution vector









[K(n x n)iK51(n x
K'(! x n) K LL() x 1)
* Identical to national model.
+ Endogenous to regional model.
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TAI3L.E II-. I(continued)
RE(;ioN.xL MooI:L 'ARtARLFS ANt) PARA'tl1 itSS
Partitioned raw materialscoefficientmatrix.ii' = number of
materials )materials requirenlents/outpuu
Partitioned effluent coefficients matrix. iinumber of effluents
(effluents output(
Partitioned capital coefficients matrix. capital requirements per
unit of output by producer (row) and user (column) industry
local industry labor income by region
national industry labor income by region
national capitalist net income
regional distribution vector for transfer income





Partitioned direct input requirements matrix
x I) =
x 1) 1*
Partitioned value added coefficients vector
><I)*
T'(nnx I) Partitioned indirect business tax rate vector








Partitioned labor share vector
[T'(nx
T'(nnx I) = Partitioned corporate profits tax rate sector
x I)]
*(I Tax rate on labor iriconse





Labor saxings rate (out of disposable income)
capital savings rate (out of disposable income)
aggregate government personal transfer payments
savings rate out of transfer income
E(nn x I).E'ilxI)]




Partitioned occupation distribution niatrix. o = number ofoccupa- ti tions (distribution of employment by industry over occupations)Outputs of the RegionalModel, generallycorresponding to NationtlModel out- puts, are reviewed in Table 11-2.
The extension of thepolicy substitutI0analysis to theregional levelis relatively straiglj1forwrCompensating policychanges are entirelydeter,njIed in the National Model.From a specified finaldcnand change, L\Y,a compens tion criterion, e.g.unchanged totalemployment (nationally),and acompensating final demand distributionvec(or,Y1, the National Modeldeterminesa scale
TABLE Il- 2





























1. Employees of localindustries
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By capital goods producer industry (matrix)
By capital goods user industry (matrix)
A yiL
TABLE ll--2 (continued)















All outputs are vectors (I x r) or (r xI) except those designated as matrices.
factor, p. such that the compensation criterion is fulfilled when the change A
is compensated by the change pY'.
Given the determination of p. the National Model provides the following







the change in national industry output due to the final demand change AY'
AXthfrom AX'
=
the change in national industry output due to the final demand change pY' =
(AY'). These changes in final demands frcm local industries and in total outputs of
355national industriescan be inserted into the RegionalModel, and thegross and net effects on all Regional Modeloutputs can he determined.Theseconsequence5 will incl'ude inducedconsump ion etlècts and will reflectreequiJihrj11 ofregion economies to the changes inexogenous demands.
It should be noted that,while a policy change iscompensated in the National Model, i.e. with regardto some national-levelvariable such asenlployflle,)t or GDP, there is norequirement that the policychange beeon1pens1ted at the regional level. For example,although nationalemploment may berequired not to change, it is still possiblethat employment in allregions will change inresponse to the policy Substitution;the increases in employmentin some regionswill simply offiset the declines in others.Differential regional effectsare, then, simply a subset of general differentialeffects of a policysubstitution.
receiuc'(l Januw-t. 3, /973
relzse(1Mar 10. /973
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